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The relationsh~p between the Robertson/Sptxck Jones rel-
evancxi mighting formula and the Croft/Harper version for
no relevanee information is d~ussed. A method of avoiding
the negative weighta sometimes implied by the Cr&/Harper
version is propowx$ which turna out to involve a return
to the original Sparck Jones inverse collection frequency
weight. The paper then goes on to propose a new way of
using small amounts of relevanee information in the e9tim*
tion of relevance weiglh Some experiments using TREC
data are reported.

1 A shorthiiry

This paper concerns the weighting of search terms as a
searching mechanism, when there may be some relevance
judgments on a f~ documents in relation to the query or
information need for which the search is being made. In this
section, some elements of the history of relevance weighting
are review@ as background to the present paper. Only
those aspects relevant to the present discussion are covered.

1.1 Inversecollectionfrequencyweighting

Weighting terms accordiig to the number of documents in
which they occur or to which they are assigned was d-v-
ered empirically by Sparck Jones to be w ef%ctive search
device [1]. Frequent terms (that is, those that occur in
many @cuments) are not in general good diecriminatm,
and should be given low Weighs thus the weight should be
inverdy related to the frequency. Such weighting is known
as inverse document kquency (IDF) or inverse collection
frequency. The usual formula is

N
w= log-

n

where w is the weight to be assigned to the term, N is the
size of (number of documents in) the collection and n is the
number of documents in which the term occurs.
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1.2 Robertson/Sparck ~0~ relavance wd~

If the user k provided some relevance judgments for the
information need for which the search is being made, then um
may make use of these judgments to help derive good term
weights for subsequent searchbg. Robertson and Spiuck
Jones [2] provide both theoretical and empirical support for
the following weighting function:

~=,wp(l-q)
q(l -p)

(1)

where p is the probability that a document contains the
term, given that it is relevant, and q is the same probabili~,
given that it is not relevant.

If we have R relevant documents of whii r contain the
term, and IV total documents of which n contain the term,
then taldng the obvious estimates of p and q gives the fol-
Iowk

r(N-R-n+r)
w=log (R-r) (n-r) (2)

However, for reasons to do with the e&hnation of logis-
tic functions tim small samplea, the folknving tbrmtda is
preferreck

~=log(r+0.5)(N- R-n+r+0.5)
(R - r+ O.5)(n - r+O.5)

(3)

One obvious effect of the 0.5s is to prevent the tbrmula tim
giving infinite weights under some circumstances.

It may also be observed that any of the above formulae
may be separated into a part that relates to relevant docu-
ments only, and another that relates to non-relevant doen-
ments only. For example, the basic probabilti~c fixmula 1
can be expressedas

w=log&pg&

1.3 Croft/Harper argument

(4)

Croft and Harper [3] use the Robertson/Sparck Jones
weighting fmula to derive a weighting wheme &w situa-
tions where there is no relevance information. They propaee
that in the absence of suchevidence, we may assume that
(for query terms at least) p takes a fixed value, and that
(given that almost all doeumente in a colkction of reason-
able size are likely to be non-relevant) g maybe estimated by
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the proportion of items in the whole collection that contain
the term. Then the formula 4 becomes

(r? - n)
w = constant+log —

n

This formula is clearly claaely related to the inverse col-
lection &iquency weight of section 1.1. In fact, if (as is
usually the case) n is very much smaller than N, then the
second part of the Croft/Harper formula ia almost identi-
cal to the Sparck Jonee inverse collection fkequency weight.
The constant in Croft/Harper is zero if p = 0.5, positive if
p >0.5, negative ifp <0.5.

The model used by Croft and Harper contains some
anomalies. One is that n = O (or very small) and p >0
w not really compatible, so that at this extreme the model
seems to contain an inconsistency. But a more important
anomaly (for the prssent paper) occurs at the other ex-
treme, large n: here the formula predicts a negative weight
for some terms. This can be seen graphically as follows. In
Figure 1, showing a graph of p againstq, the diagonal line
(p= q) represents random terms, which are not correlated
sither positively or negatively with relevance and therefore
have no value in retrieval. The horizontal line represents
the Croft/Harper assumptions (constant p). The right-hand
end of the line, below the dbgonal, is that region where the
Croft/Harper model gives negative weigh~ that is, it at-
tributes to any terms in that region a negative correlation
with relevance.

Figure 1: Croft/Harper assumptions

1

P
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!?Jncewe are considering only query terms (i.e. terms
used by the user to reprment their information need), this
ethct is somewhat counter-intuitive. It is not normally a
problem, because terms that occur in (e.g.) over half the
collection are extremely rare.

1.4 Tha point-!i formula aa an extension of Croft/Harper

The point-5 formula above can be seen as reducing to a
simple veraion of the Croft/Harper model when there is no
relevance information. If we take R as the number of known
relevant documents, and therefore treat all unknown docu-
ments aa non-relevant, then setting R = r = O (no relevance
information) makes the point-5 formula 3 reduce to

N-n+O.5
W= log n+05

which ia virtuaIly identicd to the Croft/Harper fbrmula with
the constant set to zero (as discussed above, that is equi~
lent to setting p = 0.5).

If we now gain some relevance infixnmtion, then we have
some data from which to estimate p more precisely. l%r-
thermore, as we discover documents to be relevant, we elim-
inate them ffom the assumed non-relevant set for cstim~
ing q. Thus the poinb5 tbrmula can be seen as providing a
PIWIW@W& better estimate of the weight, starting tbm a
complete absence of relevance information, but responding
to that information when it becomes available. ‘I?& pri-
nciplehaa been the basis of a number of relevance feedback
systems, specifically the Okapi s@sm [4].

There are several substantial simplifications (perhaps
over-simpl~~ona) in that argument. In particular, first,
the irdtisl assumption that p = 0.5 has been used without
beiig properly tasted — indeed, Croft and Harper’s own
experiments (on the Cranfleld collection) suggested that a
hiiher value of p would be appropriate. Second, the rate of
response to relevance evidence might be badly ouk it takes
only a few relevant documents to -p completely any w
maining #act of the initial assumption. It might be better
to rely on the initial assumption a little longer.

Thkd, the trsatment of all documents not yet known to
be relevant as non-relevant maybe inappropriatsx one limi-
tation of this method is that it doea not allow the relevance
feedback system to take any account of explicit judgementa
of non-relevance. (However, it is worth also pointing out
that Harper and van Rijsbergen [5] provide some evi&nce
that it is better to do that than to rely entirely on such
judgments of non-relevance for the estimation of q.)

2 A problem

The counter-intuitive negative weighta referred to in section
1.3 would normally arise only in the case of a term which
occurred in a very large proportion of the collection (over
half if the value p = 0.5 is being aasumed). As this is a very
rare occurrence in moat collections, this has not generally
been seen m a problem.

However, we have recently come across a number of sit-
uations in which they could be a serious problem. Following
are three such cases:

(a) We may wish to create a Boolean (or otherwise logi-
cal) limit set, within which the normal weighting-and-
ranking methods operate. (The limit operation may
represent certain properties which have to be presen~
this may occur for example in a database which com-
bines well-defined numerical or logical DBMS fields
with the sort of textual data common in information
retrieval systems). In this case the collection size N
wwuld be replaced by the size of the limit set, which
may be relatively small. Then the existence of some
worda which owur in over half of this limit set is not
at all unlikely.

(b) We may have data that is logically nested, in the sense
that one condk.ion to whkh we want to assign a weight
ia logically implied by another such condition. An ex-
ample might be a twwword phrase, when the single
worda are also present in the query. Here we may give
the single words weighta, and then assign a might to

the phrrse which tepreeents the extra value attaded
to the presence of the phrase, over and above thatas-
sociated with the presence of both single womb. In this
cww, it is appropriate to assign a weight to the phrase
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(c)

in relation to the size of the set defined by AIVIXngthe
two terms. Hereagain the phrase may easily occur in
over half of the AND set.

We may have a system which =igns weights to smaller
units of language than the word. An example would
be a CMneee kmgusge system which weights int~vidual
Chinese charact&s, ‘or a voice retrieval system whkh
weights phonemes. In both cases, it is entirely possible
that some individual units occur in more than half the
collection of documents.

Aseodated with thw problem of negative weights is the
problem of how b deal with the non-rekvance pt of the
weighting formula As indkated in section 1.4, when we have
some relevance information, we usually avoid taking specific
account of judgments of non-relevance by treating all doc-
uments not known to be relevant as non-relewnt. In the
usual situation of a large collection, this makes some sensq
but in any of the above situations, where we are weighting
an entity with respect to a much smaller set, this approach
becomes much less defendable.

It may be valuable to seek a weighting function which
avoids both these problems.

3 An obearvat’mn

If we return to the negative weight problem, and its cause
x represented in Figure 1, we may consider alternative e
sumptions which may avoid the problem. An obvious one
would be to assume that p, instead of remaining constant,
increases ffom a non-sero starting point to reach unity with
g. The simplest version of such a model would wume a
straight line, w in F@me 2.

Figure 2 Alternative Croft/Harper assumptions

1

P
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The straight-line model is actually rather intractable,
and doee not lead to a simple weighting fbrmula. However,
it ie possible to construct a similar model, represented by a
gentle curve whkh rises km a point on the p axis(actu-
ally 0.5) to (1,1) and which leads to a dmple formula The
esaumption of the model is that

*=;

= before (that is, with R = r = O), while

1
P= l++

This leads to the weight

W=h+

that is, the original Sparck Jones inverse collection tkquency
weight. Thii is an interesting result, in that it rmtorea
the original Sparck Jones formula to primary status, rather
than suggesting that it is simply an approximation to the
Croft/Harper version.

As in the Croft/Harper veraion, however ,Wecangenm
elize to aUow the starting-point of the line to be any point
on the p axis, say po, with the following model:

P
m

‘Po+(l-pe)+

which leads to the foUowing weight:

Nw=l+!&+’%;

The first part is of course a constant, as in tbe CroR@arper
version.

This generalkation unfortunately may forfeit the prop-
erty of avoiding negative weights. If PO<0.5, the constant
in the above equation is negative, the curve Ma below the
disgonal at the top end, and the weight is negative in that
region. However, if po ~ 0.5, the weight is always positive.

4 A variation

In this section, we propose a variation on the Robertson/
Sparck Jonw poin&5 formula The general principks of
this proposal are those of the %ough model” suggeakd by
Robertson and Walker [6]. That is, the general shape of the
model — the relation between the weight and various other
parameter9 — should follow that suggested by a probabiib
tic argument (as well as fitting with our empirical knowl-
edge). However, there is no attempt to derive a complete
probabilistic model from first principles — rather wwseek a
simple model which captures the general shape. Siplicky
is partly a function of the formulae themselvm, but mainly
af the quantiti- that need to be e%imated. We may expect
the model not to be completely prescriptive, but to be tun-
able in the sense of having a small number of “constants”
whose optimum values would be determined by experiment.

4.1 Principka

Following is a list of propertied which, fbllowing the above
analysis, we might demand of a relevance vmigWlng function.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Wkh no relevance information, the function should
give any term a reasonable prior weight.

This prior weight should be (broadly speaking) an in-
verse collection fkequency might.

It should not take negative vahmu

It should be tunable.

With a large amount of relevance in~ the
fimction should give an estimate whkh is entidy &
termined by the rekvance evidence, and not at all e
lated to the prior estimate.
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(f) Wkh a small amount of relevance information, the
function should give a weight somewhere between the
prior and a pure evide.mx-based ~imate.

(g) The rata at which the estimate Iw3ponds to new R31*
vance information should be tunable.

(h) The estimates of thep and g components of the weight
should be ~ fm example, if we have only poei-
tive relevance judgments, the p component should be
estimated tiom them, while the q component must be
baaed on the prior.

The general approach taken in developing a relevance
weighting function eatiefj+ng thaw conditions has been b
imtimate the weight (or rather its p and q components) di-
rectly, rather than via eatimatea for p and q themeelvea. This
is ca@stent with the origird justification for the point-5
formula and with some more recent work in probabdistic
retrieval, such aa the regression-bti approaches [71. Ar-
guments based on estimating p and q are used initially, but
then subsumed in estimates for the weight components.

4.2 Development

Beaicthmula

This is taken from 4 as

‘=’w%-’wi%=w”-w’
We seek estimating equations for Wpand w~.

Prior for “q

Fkom the eetimate g = n/N used above, we can define a
prior

wq=log*

Prior for “p

Born the estimate

P
PO

‘PO+(l -PO)*

used above,wecandethe a prior

wp=k4+log&

Prior weight

As above,these ptiors for Wpand Wqlead to a prior weight

w=k+log:

In order to satisfy condition (c) above, i.e. that the
weight should not be negative, we need kd~ O,or pO>0.5.

Ev-idence-besadestimatefor Wp

Given R relevant documents of which r contain the term,
the pure eviden~baaed estimate shouId be

r + 0.5
‘p= ’OgR_r+().5

(The 0.5s are retained in this formula tin the reasonfor
whichthey ~ miginally introduced into the Robertson/
Sparck Jones fixmul+ because they minimise the bias in
the estimate of the logistic fimction log(p/(1 -p)) fix small
samples. They are not now intended to deal with the no-
relemms-information situation.)

The combination estimate should be a weighted average
of the prior and evi&nce-baaed eatimatea, the weighting de
pendhg on the amount of evi&nce, that is on R Hmmver,
this combination should also be tunable. A possible way to
achkve this is to combme the two components in the ratio
k : m thii k is then the tuning constant. Then the comb~
nation becomes

The basic assumption here, that the &act of the
evidencebased estimate should be linear in R (which is the
size of the evidence sample), is clearly qu-tionable, but may
be a suitable basis on which to start. A possible alternative
assumption is that the efbct should be linear in the squara-
root of R, on the grounds that the standard error of an
-timate based on a sample is proportional to the squ-
root of the sample size. Thii would give an alternative to
equation 5, as followw

r +0.5,~-logR_r+0.5~(kd + 1% &) + km+ fl
w“=k~+m

(6)

Evidence-basedestimatefor Wq

We are now dealing with known non-relevant items (as op
poeed to all documents not known to be relevant); hence
we need to deilne some new notation. Let S be the num-
ber of known non-relevant items, and s be the number of
these containing the term. The evidenc4xaaed estimate of
w~ would then be

8 + 0.5
‘9= ’%-8+0.5

Again, we need an appropriate combination of thii and
the prioq on the same arguments M for WP,we would have
the following alternatives

“q =
8+ 0.5

-4%+0.5
‘@J&+k6+s
ke+S

— (7)

or

ke
‘Ogti+k+fl

a+ 0.5
“q= b+@ — (8)

o ‘%-8+ 0.5

(We may need a different tuning constant for these combi-
nations than for the correapondhg WPcombmations.)
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Final combinationweight

Combining our estimates for WPand W9,we get the followin
two Posaitilities the linem combkmhon (from equations f
and 7),

w +(&i + log —
= kS+R Nh+&’0gR~%5

&e n s s + 0.5.—— .
ks+s’”g

—log—
N-n k6+S S-8+0.5

(9)

or the Sqmroot combination (from equations 6 and 8):

w=
d%(k’ + ‘O’ *)+ ksfi?’w R::~o.5

——

ka n 8 + 0.5-—— -
~’”gs-*+o.5~+pg N-n k6+@

(lo)

When R = S = O, both theea equations reduce to

W=k’+lo+

When R and S are large, they both approximate to a pure
evidenebesed weighk

w s lW (r + 0.5)(S -.9 + 0.5)
(R- r+ 0.5)(s + 0.5)

(However, the approach to this approximation is slower in
the case of equation 10 than for equation 9.)

In the experiments described below, where R and S are
&ad for a particular mn, equations 9 and 10 mwequivalent
with appropriate choiceof ks and ke. For example, equation
9 for&e= z corresponds to equation 10 for k6 = z/a.

4.3 Diacusaionof tuning

h essentially measures how good query terms are likely to
be. The assumption built into the usual use of the point-5
formula is that k’ = O (or PO= 0.5), and that would prok
ably be a reasonable Starting-poin@but Croft and Harper’s
experiments suggested a somewhat huger value. Negatiye
values are possible (po < 0.5), but would -introduce the
problem of negative weights. Experiments to d-ver an
appropriate value may be done without relevance inform-
tion. It maybe that terms fkom d~erent sources (e.g. terms
initially offered by the user v. terms offered by the system
and selected by the user) have different optimum values of
k’.

kr aad ke determine how quickly the estimate responds
to evidenca in the firm of relevwxe judgments (respec-
tively, positive or negative). lladk.ionsl use of the point-5
formula corresponds roughly (not precisely) to small k~, say
about0.5, and wry large &e,thatistorapid response to p-
itive relevancejudgments but none at all to negative ones.
Appropriate tuning experimentswould involve using varying
numbers ofrelevancejudgementa. These maybe achieved by
Wing aamptes of atilable relevance judgementa, or (even-
tually and more realktically) by using relevancejudgments
made on the top few rankeddocuments retrieved in an initial
Search.

5 Experimentalresults

A aeriea of experiments have been undertaken on TREC
&t+ along the ha suggested at the end of the previous
section. These experiments are an initial exploration of the
properties of the weighting functions proposed, and do not
addreaa the various situations mentiond in section 2.

5.1 Databaaaa,quariaaand rakvancejudgments

Databases

The dataheaefor the retrospective searches wea the TREC-
5 routing database and the TREC-5 routing topics were
used M the souros of query terms. TMs datahse conaiatsof
130,000 documents tkom the Foreign Broadcast Information
Service. The mean document length is about 3400 charac-
ters (as indexed for the TREC-5 experiments).

Fbr the predictive experiments a training database and
two @et databases were used. The training dataheae used
to weight the query terms consisted of alternate (even num-
bered) documents from TREC data disks 1,2 and 3 with the
eddition of part of the data used for the TItEC-4 routing
experimauts. Thii database contains 1,250,000 documents
fkom various sources newswima (AP, Wall Street Journal
and San Jose Mercury News), Federal Re@ster 1988, 1989
and 1994, ZiH (Articlee from Computer Select disks), DOE
abstracts, some US patents from 1993 and documents km
Internet newsgroups. The mean document length is 2600
characters. The test databasee were the TREC-5 routing
database es used for the retrospective runs, and the other
(odd numbered) half of the database of which the even half
was used for training.

Queries

Querieswerederived from the 39 TREC-5 routing topics
which had six or more oftkially amaeaad rekvaat documents
in the TREC-5 routing database. The TREC topic state-
ment consist of a number of fiel& always “includinga DE
SCRIPTION. Other fields, present in some of the topics, are
TITLE, CONCEPTS and NARRATIVE. The topicsused
we not of a homogeneous naturq moat (35) contain TI-
TLE snd NARRATIVE in addition to DESCRIPTION, aad
27 of these also contain CONCEPTS. TREC results have
shown that topi~ with CONCEPTS do better on the whole
than those without this field. Three sets of query terms
were derived from the topiex $hoti queries ti’om DESCRIP-
TIONS only, medium using additionally TITLEe and NAR
RATIVEs, and tinally a long set which included CONCEPT
terms whenever they were present.

Relevant fields from a typical TREC topic statement:

tiw Number: 011
<title> Topic: Space progr~
<dose> Description:
Documsnt discustos tha goals m plaas of tha apwm
progrtm or a spaco projact of arty couatry or
organization.
dam> llarrat iva:
To bs rdovaat, ● docuaaat auat discuss tha goals
or plans of a spaco program (a .g. tha Space Station
Praadom) or spaco projoct (e.g. Shuttlo missioa
29-A) and idant if y the orgsaizatioa sponsoring tha
program.

<con> Concapt(s) :

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.

Shuttla, Spaca Plaaa, apse. station
)lagallm, plaaatary ●xploror, aatallitss
vahiclo lauach
UASA, Ariaao, Europaaa Spat* Agancy (ES&)
Astroaaut, Cosmonaut
Erplorw, Dicsovary [sic], Columbia, Mir
Capa Canaveral, Star City
spat*
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‘lbpica were p~proceaaed to remove pbreaes like “to be
relevantB, then terms extmted tim the required @ids and
222 stop terms remove+ Remaining terms then underwent a
process+of @Fix-strippmg (km@ on Porter 8 and spelling

Wnormalwhon. The above top~c gave the o lowing query
terrnx

29a
aurop
man
aganc
Uian
aatronaut
canavor
cap
eiti
Columbia
Cosmonaut
countri

dicsowri
Qg
●an
9xplor
f readon
goal
launch
aagallam
air
aission
must
organ

plan
plaM
plalmtar
progz-
projact
satallit
shutt 1
Spat,
qmaor
star
station
Vohicl

Finally, query terms were weighted using equation 10
with the desired valuea of ~ S, kt, kc and ke. The mean
query lengths (types per query) were long 34.6, rntxhrn.
25.2 and shork 8.2. (Some trials were done in which account
was taken of Withlnquery term frequency, but these are not
l’13pOTted here.)

Relevance judgments

Tbe o&ial TREC relevance assessments were used. These
are binary judgments, normally made by a single asseaaor
for each topic, on the topranked documents retrieved by
some of the participating systems. Although the relevance
information is not complete in the way that it may be on a
small test datakae, it may be assumed that nearly all the
relevant documents are known, so nearly all the non-assewed
documents are non-relemnt. Thus, for each topic there are
a number of known relevant documents, a (usually much
larger) number of known non-relevant documents and a very
large number of non-smeesed documents each of which has
only a very small probability of relevance.

F& the purpose of these experiments ZVin equation 10
was the number of documents in the datab~ used for
weighting, and the ‘R-’ and ‘S-’ sets were taken from the
~ documents. The actual R and S seta for each ex-
periment were systematically sampled from the documents
&essed ae relevant or non-relevant respectively, the sam-
pling being designed to produce the desired number of doc-
uments.

lb the teat database the medkm number of relevant doc-
uments is 57 (mean 149, range 6-887); the corresponding
@urea for ssaemed non-relevant documents are 899 (918,
241-1398). For the training databtse the figures are 228
(250, 37-812); 1014 (1115, 474-2779).

Search and evaluation procedure

Apart from the new term-weighting functions and the use
of relevance ssaeesments all s&rches used the same Okapi
software and general procedure es for CXtyUniversity’s non-
interactive TREC-4 [9] and TREC-5 [11] ad hoc runs, but
with no account taken of withhi-query term frequency. That
is, query terms were combined using the Bhf25 function de
scribed in [9], the 1000 tcpanking document numbers were
output and the average precision for each run calculated by
means of the official TREC evaluation program.

5.2 m experknenta

The primary object waa to comptme the eihctiveneas of the
new weighting function (equation 10) with the original for-
mula (equation 3), given various amounts of relevance in-
formation ranging from one or two ameaaed documents b,
as a limiting case, a filly mtrqwtive ae4ucb on assumed
comp[ete reIevance information.

A secondary experiment investigated the aae of the new
formula in a routing training situation, where relevance in-
fiwmation tkom paat asaeasments is used to derive query
terms and weights for searching new documents. In ethct,
thii difhrs from the fust experiment in that searches do
not retrieve any of the documents which have been used in
‘training”.

5.3 Reaulta

The scores reported in ‘Ihblea 1-5 are average predaions
x1000. Meet of the reaulta reported era for the medium-
Iength queries. The benefkial e&ct of both mlavame and
non-relevance information appeared to increase with query
length, but the long qucmieeare felt b be unrealistic and the
results less worth reporting.

Perhaps the moat striking result is that full use of the
information tlom just a single relewmt document gave a
marked improvement in all cases. Negative information is
much less useful than positive, but nevertheless gave a sig-
nificant gain when used in conjunction with a reixwnable
amount of positive information.

Uaa of negative relevance jdgemnte

It is clear from the tables that the negative relevance intbr-
mation is far less beneilcial than the positive. For exam-
ple, ‘Ihble 1 shows that 10 known relevant documents alone
increwa the average precision of the searchaa by 61% 6X
the medium queries. The correapondlng gain for the short
queries is 34%. However, in the retrospective experiment,
non-zero S does give a significant further impmvement, at
least wben R~5; inthe~R= S=lOtbis wasan
additional 8% for the medium queries and 3% for tbe short
queries. hi a fully retrospective search, using all the positive
and negative information gave total gains of 95% (medium
querk) or 48% (short queries).

In the predictive experiments (tables 4 and 5) negative
information was less useful, but appears still tQ be of mme
benefit.

Valuaa for kri and ke

Zero turned out to be the beat value for ks in almost all
cams. For ke, if the linear formula 9 is used ke depends
strongly on the value of S. But ‘IhbIea 2 and 3 show that
for the squ~e root formula 10 ke values in the -on of 4
to 16 work fairly well over quite a wide range of R and S.

Value for kt

A number of experiments on kt, without relewmce infbrnw
tion (i.e. with R = S = O), indicated that a smell negative
value gave an improvement which was quite marked fdr the
medium queries, lees so fir tbe short (tablea 1 and 5). ‘TM
reintroduces the problem of negative weights. However, as
soon x there is any positive relevance information (even a
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‘lbpica were p~proceaaed to remove pbreaes like “to be
relevantB, then terms extmted tim the required @ids and
222 stop terms remove+ Remaining terms then underwent a
process+of @Fix-strippmg (km@ on Porter 8 and spelling

Wnormalwhon. The above top~c gave the o lowing query
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was taken of Withlnquery term frequency, but these are not
l’13pOTted here.)
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some of the participating systems. Although the relevance
information is not complete in the way that it may be on a
small test datakae, it may be assumed that nearly all the
relevant documents are known, so nearly all the non-assewed
documents are non-relemnt. Thus, for each topic there are
a number of known relevant documents, a (usually much
larger) number of known non-relevant documents and a very
large number of non-smeesed documents each of which has
only a very small probability of relevance.

F& the purpose of these experiments ZVin equation 10
was the number of documents in the datab~ used for
weighting, and the ‘R-’ and ‘S-’ sets were taken from the
~ documents. The actual R and S seta for each ex-
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&essed ae relevant or non-relevant respectively, the sam-
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uments.

lb the teat database the medkm number of relevant doc-
uments is 57 (mean 149, range 6-887); the corresponding
@urea for ssaemed non-relevant documents are 899 (918,
241-1398). For the training databtse the figures are 228
(250, 37-812); 1014 (1115, 474-2779).

Search and evaluation procedure

Apart from the new term-weighting functions and the use
of relevance ssaeesments all s&rches used the same Okapi
software and general procedure es for CXtyUniversity’s non-
interactive TREC-4 [9] and TREC-5 [11] ad hoc runs, but
with no account taken of withhi-query term frequency. That
is, query terms were combined using the Bhf25 function de
scribed in [9], the 1000 tcpanking document numbers were
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means of the official TREC evaluation program.

5.2 m experknenta

The primary object waa to comptme the eihctiveneas of the
new weighting function (equation 10) with the original for-
mula (equation 3), given various amounts of relevance in-
formation ranging from one or two ameaaed documents b,
as a limiting case, a filly mtrqwtive ae4ucb on assumed
comp[ete reIevance information.

A secondary experiment investigated the aae of the new
formula in a routing training situation, where relevance in-
fiwmation tkom paat asaeasments is used to derive query
terms and weights for searching new documents. In ethct,
thii difhrs from the fust experiment in that searches do
not retrieve any of the documents which have been used in
‘training”.

5.3 Reaulta

The scores reported in ‘Ihblea 1-5 are average predaions
x1000. Meet of the reaulta reported era for the medium-
Iength queries. The benefkial e&ct of both mlavame and
non-relevance information appeared to increase with query
length, but the long qucmieeare felt b be unrealistic and the
results less worth reporting.

Perhaps the moat striking result is that full use of the
information tlom just a single relewmt document gave a
marked improvement in all cases. Negative information is
much less useful than positive, but nevertheless gave a sig-
nificant gain when used in conjunction with a reixwnable
amount of positive information.

Uaa of negative relevance jdgemnte

It is clear from the tables that the negative relevance intbr-
mation is far less beneilcial than the positive. For exam-
ple, ‘Ihble 1 shows that 10 known relevant documents alone
increwa the average precision of the searchaa by 61% 6X
the medium queries. The correapondlng gain for the short
queries is 34%. However, in the retrospective experiment,
non-zero S does give a significant further impmvement, at
least wben R~5; inthe~R= S=lOtbis wasan
additional 8% for the medium queries and 3% for tbe short
queries. hi a fully retrospective search, using all the positive
and negative information gave total gains of 95% (medium
querk) or 48% (short queries).

In the predictive experiments (tables 4 and 5) negative
information was less useful, but appears still tQ be of mme
benefit.

Valuaa for kri and ke

Zero turned out to be the beat value for ks in almost all
cams. For ke, if the linear formula 9 is used ke depends
strongly on the value of S. But ‘IhbIea 2 and 3 show that
for the squ~e root formula 10 ke values in the -on of 4
to 16 work fairly well over quite a wide range of R and S.

Value for kt

A number of experiments on kt, without relewmce infbrnw
tion (i.e. with R = S = O), indicated that a smell negative
value gave an improvement which was quite marked fdr the
medium queries, lees so fir tbe short (tablea 1 and 5). ‘TM
reintroduces the problem of negative weights. However, as
soon x there is any positive relevance information (even a
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~ble 1: Best scores for retrospective searchea.

Figures are average precision x 1000. k ruid k were chosen so = to give the best result in each csse.

medium queries
s

o I 2 3 4 5 10 15 am
152 152 152 152 152 152 152 152 l!i.f
(171 k.= -1)
201 203 202 204 202 209
235 239 238 241 242 236
233 236 235 237 235 264
261 266 267 266 267 269 260
265 271 269 269 271 270 274 273 292
2752932222912932912$8299 302
286 305 306 304 307 308 312 316 314
295 315 316 318 319 317 326 326 334

s
E o 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 au
o 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153
0 (164 kd= -1)
1 185 185 185 185 184
2 201 201 200 201 201
3 191 190 190 191 190
4 204 204 204 204 204
5 203 204 203 203 204 204 204 203
10 220223222224223224227 224

225 229 228 232 230 231 234 232
: 231 235 238 238 241 237 241 240 243

‘IWe 2 Effect of varying kg and k retrospective searches, medium queries, squsre root formula 10

ids

1
0

:
4

1
0
1
2
4

m
o 1 2 4 16 32 64 w

R -41 S all
248 265 280 298 ‘31; 334 333 322 295
254 26? 278 301 321 327 323 307 280
245 262 277 296 311 317 310 296 268
235 249 262 279 295 300 292 278 252

s 10
168 272 290 29; ;2 286 282 278 275
161 261 283 283 275 266 260 257 254
147 248 268 267 258 250 243 241 238
114 218 241 240 231 224 221 218 214

R s 5
124 225 256 26; 2;0 269 267 266 265
114 221 250 251 255 247 245 242 240
104 208 234 235 229 225 222 221 220
088 182 204 208 203 200 199 198 198

R s 2
058 194 222 2%= 2% 237 236 236 235
044 182 208 213 210 208 206 205 204
039 164 188 191 191 190 189 189 189
032 139 166 175 174 174 174 174 174
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!Ihble 3 Scores for retxoepective searches at constant ks = O and k6 =8: medium queries, square root formula

1 c=
u

R o 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 alT
o 152

201
235
233
261
265
275
286
295

203
239
236
265
269
283
295
303

202 204 202
238 241 242
234 237 235
266 266 267
269 269 271 270 274 271
285 286 288 287 292 297
299300302304307314
309 310 314 310 319 321 319

‘IWe 4 Best scores for prdctive searches TREC-5 routing datake, medium queries
—

7
T

1
2
3
4
5

a

o 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 all
139 138 136 133 136 136 133 13s
175 175 175 175 175
lW) 190 190 190 190
211 211 211 212 211
213 214 214 215 213 215 214
203209208209208209 XJ8 203

10 227 230 231 233 230 231 232 231
15 230 232 231 233 232 234 231 232
all 245251251250255254254 261265

Table 5: Best scores for predktive searches large databaee, medium queries

7-
7

0
1
2
3
4
5
10
15
bll—

(200
226
243
265
266
26a
236
297
309

k4 =-1)
226 226 226 226
243 243 243 243
266 265 267 265
266 266 269 266 267
270 269 272 269 269 263 269
294 291 294 291 %9 263 290
305 302 301 3U) 303 302 304
316 315 314 317 321 316 323

226
252
267
269
275
297
302
3n—
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single known relevant document) the best results were ob-
tained by using equation 10 with ks = O, in which case kd
has no effect.

6 Dwusaion and conclusions

It seems that there ia some evidence that a amali benefit
could be obtained by including the constant k4 in the no-
relevamx+information veraion of the inverse collection b
quency weight. However, the benetit is not great, at beat
on the TREC data tested, and ia obtained in a way which
m-introduces the problem of negative weights.

The proposed method of combining prior and evidence-
bseed estimates when some information ia available ia more
promising. The results suggest that the simple linear com-
bination, linear also in the sample sizes, may not be a very
good one. Howeves, the equation based on the square roota
of the sample siaea,but still in the form of a linear combina-
tion of the prior and evidencdxsed estimate% looks much
better.

It is also clear that in the case of p, concerning the rek+
vant documents, explicit relevanceevidence should takeover
fim the prior quickly. In them of q (non-relevant docu-
ments), explicit judgments of non-relevance are usetid but
should be allowed only a slow ei%ct. It requires very much
more such evidence before the prior should be thrown away.

It maybe argued that the combination functions should
impose a limit on the Iargesample e&ct, in other words
the prior should retain some influence even if the samples
are large. An argument for such a limit might be made
on the grounds that “samples” in relevance fdback are
always hissed (e.g. those documents that rankd highly in
an earlier iteration or those that were retrieved fkom older
material). Thus the searcher’s initial choice of terms may
be said to contain information which may not be rethxted
in the evidence. In the present experiments, thh srgument
would not apply to the case of p, but might to q. When we
progress to more realiitic experiments, e.g. simulations of
interactive searching or of a routing environment, such an
argument may have more force.

We have yet to test the ideaa in any of the environ-
ments suggested in section 2, where the negative weights of
the Croft-Harper formula are more evidently problematic.
Given the moderately promising results reported here, some
work in the areas is suggested.
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